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About This Game

A dragon, a giant eye and the grim reaper confront you using fireballs, lasers and sickles. What do you do?

A) Say the game is unfair because you die with a single hit and there are no weak enemies and then cry with your mama; or
B) Dodge all this bullet hell and destroy the enemies in 30 seconds because you are a real gamer!

Phoenix Force is a shoot 'em up about a group of phoenixes that fight big and strong mythological creatures in over 100 levels.
It takes the boss battle as the foundation for every level, creating engaging and challenging fast battles that will require your best

strategies and reflexes.

The game starts a long time ago, when Earth was hit by meteors and everything burned to ashes. The Phoenix of Fire, Fury, was
the first to reborn, and found the world full of monsters, the bosses, and rescued the other Phoenixes: Cryo of Ice, Tupã of

Thunder, Gaia of Earth and Gast of Ghost. Together they are the Phoenix Force and they have to travel all the continents of our
world in a journey to eliminate all the bosses in 100 really challenging battles.

Are you skilled enough to prove yourself the best?
This shmup will show you no mercy!
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I completed the first level 100%
So, what did you do in your musical 3D platformer to complete it?

I just ran into objects, till they got colorized.
What, you were expecting something else?

I sure was. If this evolves into some incredibly deep gameplay loop, don't think I'm going to see it.

Here's the straight and narrow - the UI looks like a free to make engine was used, and only the most basic templates applied.
You have no d-pad movement, every single option ( yes literally every option ) is just hard mapped to a face button on your
controller.
except to quit the game, you ned to hit ESC, there's literally no escaping the game. You have to pause, quit to hub, quit to main
menu , and THEN you can hit ESC.

The game is coloroful, sure - and there's no textures anywhere? Weird stylistic choice.
Your " levels " are just floating geometric blobs spattered throughout a cylindrical skybox.
You ( without any animation whatsoever ) float along the world in a weird, accelration sorta movement. There's literally no
animation, so I hav trouble seeing where this sudden speed sprouts from.
You also have the deft agility of a 32 wheeled truck.
you do not : turn on a point : you turn on a wide, slow angle, perfect for platforming. ( this is sarcasm )
you literally just bump into objects, they turn into color - you get a % of evel complete. you don't even need to color everything,
but that's the primary goal. You also collect notes.
Idky this is labeled as anythign for music, I was expecting some sort of Wandersong-esque game. What I got was a very
amateurish, probably college-student level first attempt at a game.

There's a skeleton of a game here, and to be quite honest - this bored me to tears.
Let me know if level 2 ramps up beyond the " grabbing wings so you literally float " mechanic ( which is where I just quit )

It's also one of those games where if you keep the JUMP button held down, your char just keeps jumping ( a pet peeve of mine,
reeks of Game maker lite stuff )

anywho - sure looks early access, possibly this game improves - idk.

I'll come back when it fully releases.

I'd also liek to mention the game was sold as an empty folder for two days, and peopel did try to contact the devs about it.
I was just extra b**chy, so I think I got through to them a bit faster.
Apologies for being a b**ch.
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In summation - this is not so much a musical game, as it is a -point character in a direction, and touch things - game.

if the premise interested you, please - go buy Wandersong, You will not regret it in the slightest.
early access - not recommended
and like I said, i'll come back after they fully release the game.
cheers. Recommended because Nepgya.. I can say a lot of things that interested me of this game, but what really made me buy it
is the face of the guy in the thumbnail, that's next level marketing.. One of the best applications for drawing that I've used.
Instead of trying to simulate existing types of paint brushes, pencils, etc instead it allows you to play around and and use brushes
that would never exist in the real world and modify them.

I do a short video overview of what is included for those that are interested on youtube.
. This game has one mechanic "Jumping" and it still manages to ♥♥♥♥ that up.. Unplayable. I ran it on macbook pro with 16gb
mem and i7 proc, but it stuck on display fog of war event on minimal graphic settings. WTF?. So, this isn't really what I'd
consider a game. It is rather something meant to be run hands-off in the background.

But for this it is perfect. Drop one or two custom-made empires in a fresh galaxy, and watch them rise, decline, crawl their way
back to the top, before finally falling into a insane civilwar. It can be a very relaxing meditative experience.. Amazing media
player, it can pretty much play anything :D. This game is really good.
I don't understand half of this game but I like it !

7\/10
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Funny dialogues. Story is a little weird.
The game is short enough to be enjoyable.. Amazing game! Loved it! The story is just fantastic and really well done! Bravo!. Its
a very mediocre game.

The voice acting is not atrociously bad, but its not great.
The graphics are a bit dated, but the theme is done very well and its not a detraction from the game.

I like the fact the game would kill me in certain situations, it made me jot down notes. Thats not something I normally do for
adventure games, so it was very refreshing.

There is sometimes a strict order in doing something, and sometimes you need to check or try something twice it seems. That
has led me to wander around for a bit sometimes after trying the obvious....then finding out I did the correct thing....but I just
needed to look at something first. Which is a bit of a pain.

The story is a bit meh, but the environment and cyberish punk theme kept me interested. Towards the end the game kinda felt
rushed, I was very disappointed.

Its not worth 10 bucks, only grab this if you can get it on sale for 2 bucks or so.. Finn did a very very nice job here, it's
awesome. I just would wish, if it would be possible to choose transition instead of teleporting.

This is a great beginning of virtual museum exhibition and I recommend highly to download this!. Solid stuff. Hope to see an
update that includes subtraction, apparently I'm not quite as good at maths as I thought.. This Project Was Stoped A Few
Months .... I really wanted to like this game. But it falls short. It should still be in development and released as "Early Access" so
the developer can get some funds and time to make it more polished.

1. UI is very small if you play in 1440p. While the category management is fine, the section itself isn't designed very well.

2. Animation stutters at times - such as the police units driving around, or when you zoom in. I'm on SLI 980ti.

3. It feels more like an RTS than a simulation.. Ghetto knock-off of sky pirates.. It's short. Very short. Like "do a lets play and
not even get one episode" short. It feels like the developer said, "We got access to a headset, a motion capture suit, and a
ballerina, what can we do with that?" That being said, what's there isn't bad. It's not great either.

They tried to make it like you're on a stage as the performance goes on, but the stage itself is somewhat ugly and clashes with
the rest of the look. The environment doesn't do the characters justice. The interaction, meaning the 4-5 times you actually do
something, feels very tacked on and imprecise, and when you actually do something, it's always binary. Your interaction is as
simple in nature as point and click. It builds to a moment when the dancer is dancing circles around you and it feels almost
playful and captivating and you're getting drawn in and you're smiling and feeling sort of off balance by it all... then it ends.
Honestly, if they had kept it up for a few more scenes it would be great.

Unless you're desperate for content I'd recommend you pass.. If StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty's 'Outbreak' Mission Had a Baby
with Command & Conquer - The Video Game

PROS:
+ Intriguing premise
+ Tense, fast-paced gameplay
+ Good soundtrack and sound design
+ Clever blend of RTS and Tower Defense genres
+ High replay value thanks to unlockable perks and the Skirmish mode

CONS:
- Poorly-told story
- Inconsistent difficulty
- Mediocre voice-acting
- Repetitive enviroments
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- Some remaining bugs and typos
- Occasionally frustrating and imprecise controls
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